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Brand and Naming Strategy



▪ To develop a refreshed and renewed SCRATCH ‘N WIN brand 
that will give us the foundation to promote the SNW category 
within the WCLC portfolio.

Assignment

Assignment



▪ SNW offers me the opportunity to win some money to fund
my favorite indulgences.

▪ I love the anticipation of discovering the outcome of the game.
I can satisfy my curiosity immediately by scratching to reveal
the winning result. It’s a real thrill.

▪ SNW is the only lottery game that can I can play
completely independently.

• I can play SNW when and where I want.

Benefits

Summary of Key Benefits



SCRATCH ‘N WIN offers engaging games that give you the thrill 
of discovering hidden possibilities.

That’s because SNW offers:
• Opportunity

• SNW games deliver the largest number of weekly winners of any lottery
game.

• The Thrill of Discovery
• SNW games satisfy your curiosity with real-time feedback.

• Freedom
• SNW games give you the freedom to play your way.

Brand Positioning

Brand Positioning Summary



▪ Optimistic and adventurous with a smart but 
approachable sense of humor.

If SNW was a person, it would be a super positive guy that 
encourages you to discover and try new things, helping you 
imagine the possibilities and nudging you toward action with 
good-natured humor and encouragement.

Brand Personality

Brand Personality



 Brand is upbeat and fun but a bit out of date and 
irrelevant.

Brand Personality

Brand Personality Today



Brand Personality

Brand Personality Tomorrow



▪ Our goal is to move away from SCRATCH ‘N WIN, and develop a 
new name based on the core benefit of the category that is 
inclusive of printed tickets and online games.

▪ After brainstorming a very large list of names and taglines, we 
reviewed the list and cross-referenced it against the core 
strategy.

Naming

Naming Objective



Zing



▪ To communicate the feel and the thrill of playing SCRATCH N’ WIN in a
less literal tone we developed “Zing”.

▪ It’s the action you take when you’ve scratched a word off in your
crossword – Zing. Or when you’ve scratched off a whole row in tic-tac-
toe. Zing. And when you’ve scratched a quick play ticket. Zing

▪ It’s more than just a “word” or “term” but a theme of playing scratch
tickets. It’s that instant response when you play.

ZING

Zing



Play. Thrill. Win.

ZING

Zing



Zing Examples in Market

X MONEY TV SPOT



Zing Online

 Online ad



Zing Radio

 Multi Millionaire



ZING

Zing Future

Introduction into the market has been intentionally slow.
This is a long play for us.
It’s currently visible on TV, radio, online and at retail.

Recently added to OOH and tickets.

We are evolving but not revolutionizing the brand.



ZING

Other Category Initiatives



ZING

Big Ticket Product 
Line Extension

 Our biggest ticket 
ever at 7.8 X 12 
inches.

 Merchandisers offer 
a vertical presence 
at retail.

 Sales update.



Creative

24 Days to Celebrate



Creative

24 Days to Celebrate



ZING

The Big $pin

 Launching February 2019.
 $5 ticket; Scratch, Watch, Spin, Win
 Zing portion - win from $5 - $10,000
 CDU portion - $10 - $10,000
 Spin portion - $100,000 - $500,000



ZING

50

QUESTIONS?


